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ABSTRACT: This paper examines the semi-strong form of efficiency of the 
Nigerian capital market. Such examination is made in the context of whether 
information impounded in previous stock prices reflect current prices through 
the input and output index. Data for the study were from secondary sources and 
it spanned from 2005-2013. The population for this study encompasses all the 
companies that traded in the period of January 1, 2005 to December 31, 2013. All 
these companies are ranked according to their capitalization and a random sampling 
technique was employed to select the companies that have the capitalization values 
above the average value. Thus, about 80 companies qualified for this sample size. The 
study made use of transfer function model to estimate the market index which is 
represented by the output  index and the computed selected securities represented 
by the input index which is tantamount to published information. Findings from 
the paper showed that publicly published information captured by the input index 
commands significant effect on the stock market represented by the output index 
hence making the Nigerian stock market to be semi-strong inefficient. 
KEY WORDS: Modified Transfer Function, Impounded information, Semi-
Strong, Capital Market, Input-Output. 
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1. Introduction

 In order to accelerate economic development and bring about capital formation which 
is an essential ingredient of growth in any economy, the capital market needs to be 
developed. However, in Nigeria, the stock market is still underdeveloped and emerging 
due to myriads of problems such as low level of automation, lack of adequate and 
timely information among others (Olowe 2011). 
The Nigerian capital market is small even when compared with other emerging stock 
markets (Samuel and Yacout (1981), Ogwumike (1982), Umoh, (1984), Inanga and 
Emenuga (1996), Olowe (1996, 2011), Okpara, (2011), Oteh (2014) among others.
 Apart from the above identified problems, the Nigerian stock market still has a long 
way to go when compared with those in some developed countries. For example, up 
till date, it has thirteen functional floors in different parts of the country apart from 
the head office in Lagos, other branches of the Exchange include; Kaduna, Kano, 
Ibadan, Port Harcourt, Onitsha, Abuja, Yola, Benin, Uyo, Abeokuta, Owerri, Bauchi 
and Ilorin with over 200 listed equities. This looks shallow when compared with the 
Indian Stock Exchange with about 4,344 companies or the London Stock Exchange 
with about 5,085 listed companies (Oteh 2013).
Adelegan and Ariyo (2008) noted that the shallowness of the market has led to many 
imperfections that are reflected in microstructure elements such as high transaction 
costs. In the face of such shallowness and imperfections, how can one assert assuredly 
that the Nigerian stock market is efficient? 
Kukah, Amoo and Raji (2007) contended that the Nigerian stock market is thin 
and asserted that “one of the reasons for inefficiency may be the thin trading that 
characterizes Nigerian markets since stock trading in the Nigerian Stock Exchange 
is non synchronous causing trading volume to be low”. 
The problem of thinness of the market has incited observers to conclude that the 
market is not perfect and hence inefficient. Such conclusions incite this empirical 
investigation. 

Objective of the study

The main objective of this study is to examine whether information impounded in 
previous stock prices reflect current prices. 
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Research Hypothesis

To accomplish the above objective, the hypothesis below which is in null form is 
formulated and tested for the study.
H0: That the information impounded in previous stock prices does not reflect the 
current prices.

2. Literature Review

Fama (1970) is the proponent of efficient capital markets. He opined that there are 
three main forms of market efficiency, namely, the weak-form, semi-strong form and 
strong form. Under a weak-form efficiency, asset prices incorporate all information 
from the historical record. In other words, prices in a weak-form efficient market 
incorporate all information about price trends or repeating patterns that occurred 
in the past. This proposition implies that trading strategies based on analysis of 
historical pricing trends or relationship cannot be used to outperform the market. 
Prices in a weak-form efficiency will be unpredictable and will change only in 
response to the arrival of new information. In order words, this means that prices 
follow a random walk.
Fama (1970,1991), Kendall (1953), Osborne (1959), Yacout (1981), Ayadi (1983), 
Olowe (1996), Adelegan (2003), Okpara (2011) among others showed that the stock 
market is efficient in the weak form. These studies were arrived at in different countries. 
The semi-strong form efficiency asserts that asset prices incorporate all publicly available 
information. The key point about this form of efficiency is that it requires only that 
prices reflect information that can be gleaned from public sources (e.g. newspapers, 
press releases and computer databases). There is both “stock” and “flow” aspect to 
the information-processing capabilities of semi strong-form efficient markets: first, 
the level of asset prices should correctly reflect all pertinent historical, current, and 
predictable future information that investors can obtain from public sources. Second, 
asset prices should change fully and instantaneously to the arrival of new information.
Ball and Brown (1968), Fama, Fisher and Roll (1969), Aharony and Swary (1980), 
Gupta (2003), Raja et. al (2009), Adelegan (2009) Rapulchukwu (2010), Chakraborty 
(2011), Ogundina, et. al. (2014), Ogege, Ogbulu and Isu (2015), arrived at different 
conclusions in their studies, this form the gap through which this study hinges upon.
The strong-form efficiency is the third level of efficiency where asset prices reflect all 
information, public and private. This extreme form of market efficiency implies that 
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important-specific information will be fully incorporated in asset prices with the very 
first trade after the information is generated. 

3. Model for the Study

The transfer function (TF) model by Joseph (1986) is adopted for this study with 
some modifications. The general form of this model is stated below:
Mktind(t) = f(CSind1t, CSid2t,……….CSnt) + µit………………….(3.1)
Where: Mktind is the market index representing the output series;

CSnt is the computed selected securities index representing nth the publicly 
information i.e. the input series or causor series; 
ut is the noise term which requires an appropriating fitting of the autoregressive 
integrated moving average (ARIMA) model so as to transform it to become 
white noise. That is it becomes identically and independently (IID) compliant.

In financial time series, the commonest TF models are the 0 and first order TF model 
while the higher order TF models are really seldom and rare to encounter. I, therefore 
develop the 0 and first order TF model for this study. Thus:

Mktind(t) = B0 CSindt-p + µ2t…………………………………(3.2)

Where: p represents the number of period(s) the input series is leading the output series

B0 denotes the 0-order TF coefficient
Equation 3.2 is called the 0-order TF model.  However, the first order TF model can 
be expressed as:
Mktind(t) = B0 (1- ∂1L)-1CSind t-p + µ3t…………………………(3.3)

Equation 3.3 is simplified further to arrive at:

Mktind(t) =            B0          CSind t-p….....µ4t………………….. (3.4)  
                               (1- ∂1L)
Where: B0 and ∂1 are the coefficients of the first order TF model specification.
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L is the backward shift operator that enables us to move backward in given series 
whichever the case demands it. For example, a time series such as LXt can move back to 
become Xt-1 as I have said earlier, the expression ∂1L does not apply multiplication; but 
it simply means that L operates on the given time series (say Xt) to shift it backward 
one point at a time. Thus,

LnXt = Xt-n, L
nL2Xt = Xt-n-z. It means that L obeys all the laws of exponents and it 

can therefore take the form of positive integer like 1, 2, 3… it should be clear t at 1/
(1-∂1L) is the convergence of a infinite series. That is (1 + ∂1L + ∂12 L2 + ∂1

3 L3 + 
∂14 L4 +……….)

Therefore, equation 3.4 becomes:

Mktind(t) = B0(1 + ∂1L + ∂1
2 L2 + ∂13 L3 +…….) CSindt + µ5t…………(3.5)

Since the L operator must obey all the laws of exponents that are routinely used in 
polynomial algebra, equation 3.5 can be modified as:

Mktind(t)=B0CSindt + ∂1B0CSindt-1 + ∂12B0CSindt-2 + U6t ……………(3.6)

Equation 3.6 shows a causal relationship between current market index and previous 
values of the computed securities index. Thus, the notion established here is that lag 
values of publicly available input series can be used to forecast or explain the current 
value of the output series if all the parameters are significant.
The conditions relating to this model are:
That coefficient B0 is not statistically different from zero.
Those coefficients (∂1

iB0)i are statistically different from zero.
On the apriori: The semi-strong form of the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) is 
rejected when the TF coefficients are significant or different from zero at a given level 
of confidence.
Looking critically in the literature, the primary aim here is to identify at least one 
publicly available input series with B0 coefficient that leads the output series for at least 
1 day for 0 -order TF model or to identify at least one publicly available input series 
with significant parameter for the first order TF model that leads the output series, 
then, we can say that the semi-strong form of efficient market hypothesis (EMH) is 
unambiguously rejected.
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4. Results and Discussion

Table 1.1 The Autocorrelation Function on the Series of Output Index I (0)

Source: Summarized by the Author from SAS Window 9.1                        

Table 1.1 shows the result of the autocorrelation function (ACF) up to lag 8 on the 
series of output index. However by the rule of default, the lag length was supposed 
to be 24, but in this study, the length is limited to 8 for convenience’s sake. Looking 
at the correlation column under lag 1, the coefficient is about -0.01251. This means 
the correlation between the previous and the current output series is approximately 
-0.01; indicating an opposite movement. From lag 1 to lag 7, the correlation coefficients 
are found to be decaying gradually in the same direction. This is also revealed by the 
asterisk column, the last column by the right. Thus, evidence has emerged to reject 
the hypothesis that the series is stationary at level I (0).

 
																																Autocorrelations																																																																																																																		

Lag				Covariance				Correlation				-1	9	8	7	6	5	4	3	2	1	0	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	1																																																																																		

0						1.006230								1.00000				|																				|********************|			

1					-0.012591								-.01251				|																.			|			.																|			

2					-0.018418								-.01830				|																.			|			.																|			

3					-0.021073								-.02094				|																.			|			.																|			

4					-0.022200								-.02206				|																.			|			.																|			

5					-0.022289								-.02215				|																.			|			.																|			

6					-0.020184								-.02006				|																.			|			.																|			

7						0.493224								0.49017				|																.			|**********										|			

8				-0.0039326										-.00391					|															.				|				.															|			

																													"."	marks	two	standard	errors																																																																																																														 
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Table 1.2 The Autocorrelation Function on the Series of Input Index I (0)

Source: Summarized by the Authors from SAS Window 9.1

The results of the ACF on the series of input index are reported in table 1.2. Virtual 
examinations of the correlation coefficients show that they all command positive 
values and simultaneously dissolved slowly as revealed by the asterisk column. Hence, 
there is overwhelming evidence that the series of the input index contains unit root 
at level I (0). Test of Hypothesis: That the information impounded in the previous 
stock prices does not reflect current prices.

Table 1.3 The Relationship between the Output and Input Index Source 

	

																													Autocorrelations																																									

																																																																																				

Lag				Covariance				Correlation				-1	9	8	7	6	5	4	3	2	1	0	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	1																																																																																									

0						0.271062								1.00000				|																				|********************|						

1						0.251841								0.92909				|																.			|*******************	|						

2						0.227292								0.83853				|														.					|*****************			|						

3						0.201178								0.74219				|												.							|***************					|						

4						0.175323								0.64680				|											.								|*************							|						

5						0.151478								0.55883				|											.								|***********									|						

6						0.129019								0.47598				|										.									|**********										|						

7						0.105875								0.39059				|										.									|********	.										|						

8						0.083686										0.30873					|									.												|******				.									|		

																													"."	marks	two	standard	errors																																																																																																																							

																									Conditional	Least	Squares	Estimation																																																																																																																					

																																		Standard																																													

Parameter				Estimate					Error				t	Value				Lag					Variable	Shift																									

																																																																																																	

MU									-0.56926					1.72271				-0.33					0											output				0							 
NUM1								0.61354					0.37439					1.64					0											input					0								

NUM1,1						0.38297					0.55507					0.69					1											input					0									

NUM1,2					-0.03740					0.55504				-0.07					2											input					0															
NUM1,3						0.13230					0.37103				-0.36					3											input					0								

	

	Source: Summarized by the Authors from SAS Window 9.1
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The estimated values of equation 3.5 are reported in Table 1.3. The lag values of the 
input index are expressed as explanatory variables of the output index. The observed 
t-statistics for the input index up to lag 3 are 1.64, 0.69, -0.07 & -0.36 respectively 
while the critical t-statistics at 10 percent is about 1.29. By comparison, the t-value 
of the input index at order (0) is larger than the critical t-value. This means that 
publicly published information captured by the input index commands significant 
effect on the stock market (represented by the output index), thereby negating the 
null hypothesis of the study that the information impounded in previous stock prices 
does not reflect current prices.

On the contrary, the semi-strong market hypothesis stipulates that published 
information does not influence stock market prices; so no investor can take advantage 
of published information to outperform the market or make gain at the expense of 
other participants.  Thus, our findings here provide evidence in support of semi-strong 
form inefficiency in the Nigerian stock market.

5. Concluding Remarks

This paper sets out to investigate the semi-strong form of market efficiency of the 
Nigerian stock market as to whether information impounded in previous stock prices 
reflect current prices using the input and output index. Data for the study covered the 
period 2005-2013. The study made use of modified transfer function model to estimate 
the market index which is the output index as well as the input index represented by 
the computed selected securities. 
A transfer function model of order zero and the first order TF was also used. The 
model also builds a casual relationship between the current market index and the 
previous values of the computed securities index in establishing the notion that lag 
values of publicly available input series can be used to forecast or explain the current 
value of the output series if all the parameters are significant. A hypothesis was 
formulated and tested for the study.
Results from the study showed that the t- value of the input index at order zero is 
larger than the critical t-value meaning that publicly published information captured 
by the input index commands significant effect on the Nigerian stock market thereby 
negating the null hypothesis that information impounded in previous prices does 
not reflect current prices thus making the Nigerian stock market to be semi-strong 
inefficient.
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